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Ball denounces
Sinai agreement
By RICH ECKE
and
VICKI JOHNSON
Montana Kalmln Raportara

GEORGE BALL, former undersecretary of state, brands the latest Sinai
disengagement agreement a "disaster.” (Montana Kaimin photo by Al Dekmar)

Ellsberg decries
Rostow’s actions
By JONATHAN KRIM
Montana Kalmln Reporter

Daniel Ellsberg said yesterday that
he would "no sooner sit at a table
with Wplt Rostow than with Hermann
Goering.”
Ellsberg, Rostow and George Ball,
former Undersecretary of State, are
speaking this week at the University
of Montana on American foreign
policy as part of the Mansfield Lec
ture Series.
In his second question-andanswer session in the journalism
library, Ellsberg, who released the
Pentagon Papers to the New York
Times and other newspapers four
years ago, said that Rostow and
other U.S. officials are guilty of
genocide comparable to that prac
ticed by Hitler and Stalin.
Rostow was an adviser to
Presidents John Kennedy and
Lyndon Johnson and made several
recommendations to them about
strategies to win the Vietnam War.
Ellsberg also clarified a statement
he made at his Wednesday night lec
ture that he deplored the Mansfield
Lecture Committee's inviting Rostow
to speak.
He said It was his understanding
that being Invitdd to participate in the
Mansfield Lecture Series was a
“deliberate honor” and that he does
not believe Rostow should behonored because of his recommen
dations that the United States Invade
and bomb North Vietnam.
Ellsberg said Rostow has the right
to speak at UM, but that he should
not be given the honor of being part
of the Mansfield series.
Nathan Blumberg, professor of
journalism and member of the
M ansfield Lecture Committee,
defended the committee, saying the
University is committed to presen
ting all sides of an issue.
He said Rostow was selected
because his government service
makes him one of the best
spokesmen for the government’s
point of view.
Ellsberg responded by repeating
his contention that to have Rostow In
the Mansfield series is to "confirm
the decency of his actions."
"Why do I find myself with my skin
crawling when I am In the same room
with him?” Ellsberg asked.
"Not because of his views, but
because of what he did as a man of
power and what he has failed in 10
years to repudiate."
He also compared American ac
tion in Indochina to German action
during World War II.
"An analogy can be drawn"
between the two, he said.
However, he added, most
Americans refuse to make the com
parison because doing so would be
admitting that American society is

capable of everything the Nazis did.
The number of deaths and
casualties caused by Hitler’s in
vasions of European countries does
not come close to the number of
people the United States killed in In
dochina, he said.
He claimed that information con
tained in the Pentagon Papers could
convict several American officials of
war crimes similar to those that Nazi
war criminals were convicted of in
Nuremburg, Germany after World
War II.
However, Ellsberg said, this would
never happen because the evidence
has been available since 1971, and
no action has been taken.

Rostow talks today
Walt Rostow, adviser to Presidents
John Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson,
will speak from 3 to 5 p.m. today in
the University Theater.
Rostow, who has been a professor
of economics and history at the
University of Texas at Austin since
1969, is the third of three guest lec
turers appearing at the University of
Montana during the four-day
Mansfield Lecture Series.
He will be honored at a luncheon In
the University Center Montana
Rooms at noon.
Tickets for the luncheon are
available at the UC Ticket Office for
$2.50.

The latest Sinai disengagement
agreement is “a disaster” which has
alienated Middle East nations,
G eorge
B a ll,
fo rm e r
U.S.
undersecretary of state, said
yesterday.
Speaking at a press conference in
the University Center Montana
Rooms, Ball said the agreement
engineered by Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger has endangered
chances for a final Middle East peace
settlement.
Israelis, Egyptians Upset
"The Israelis are convinced they’ve
made massive concessions” to Egypt
when they have not, he said.
And, he continued, Egypt “has
been neutralized as the only
moderating force in the Middle East."
Egypt, “viewed as a defector" by its
Arab neighbors, has become defen
sive, he said.
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
has been “making hard line noises"
about Israel recently, Ball observed.
The Associated Press reported
yesterday that Sadat, in the United
States for a state visit, defended a
United Nations resolution equating
Zionism with racism and claimed that
until the early 1950s "all our Egyptian
economy was in the hands of the
Jews.”
Some Israelis reportedly called the
charge untrue and anti-Semitic.
Ball, who was an adviser to
Presidents John Kennedy and
Lyndon Johnson and also was the
U.S. ambassador to the United
Nations in 1968, is the second
speaker in the Mansfield Lecture
Series.
During the hour-long conference
with five Missoula newsmen, he con
sistently criticized the Ford ad
ministration's foreign relations tac
tics.
"I don't know if one dignifies them
as policies," Ball said.
"President Ford has very little im
pact on foreign policy today."
Instead, Kissinger controls it, he
remarked.
“ I personally deplore the conduct
of diplomacy by a single man," Ball
added.
Kissinger 'excluding' Russia
He said Kissinger is "dangerously"
excluding the Soviet Union from
Middle East peace negotiations
when the Russians should be in
volved.

BRIAN FOX INSPECTS a Ronald Searle print at the Ferdinand Roten
Galleries dlsplay/sale in the University Center. Steve Nllson (right) manages
the show which Includes prints worth several hundred dollars. (Montana
Kaimin photo by Al Dekmar)

The United States, he explained,
should use its improved relations
with the Soviet Union to defuse those
areas such as the Middle East that
are "most likely to develop into a ma
jor confrontation.”
"Let’s use.our detente" to promote
peace and help solve pressing global
problem s of p o llu tio n , food
shortages and population growth, he
urged.
Ball, who counseled Johnson on
the Vietnam War, said Americans
were grateful forthe chance to forget
the conflict.
"Vietnam has been forgotten (in
America) in a way no other country
has been capable of,” he said.
This country, he added, should not
have been “ interfering with colonial
wars."
"Our allies felt we committed a ma
jor error” by becoming involved, but
the end of the war has improved
America’s diplomatic position, he
said.
Ball noted that the United States
has “ more freedom of movement” in
foreign policy today, although ad
ministration reaction to the collapse

of the South Vietnamese government
was "very unwise."
He said statements by Ford and
Kissinger that U.S. allies might ques
tion American commitments after
the Thieu regime fell became “selffulfilling prophecies."
They should not have been "talk
ing such nonsense,” Ball asserted.
Now a partner in an international
investment banking firm, Ball
claimed the planned visit of
President Ford to China next month
is unnecessary.
"Our relationships with China are
as good as they need to be,” he said.
The trip is "purely domestic
politics" and “total nonsense."
The Ford visit, he said, puts the
United States in a "humble, craven
role."
The greatest benefit that America
has received from relations with Red
China has been “in trading musk-ox
en for panda bears,” he explained.
But, he added, the last few decades
have seen some definite ac
complishments.
The United Nations, for example,
• Cont. on p. 6
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Schaefer fears
proposal endangers
Law School position
By JAMIE PHAIR
Montana Kaimin Raportar

Objections by the University of
Montana Law School faculty may
delay a decision on collective
bargaining at UM.
The Law School could lose ac
creditation If its faculty members are
included in a proposed bargaining
unit, Hugh Schaefer, associate
professor of law, said yesterday.
The law faculty will decide Tues
day whether to file an objection to In
clusion in the bargaining unit,
Schaefer said.
Father Emmett O'Neill, a hearing
examiner for the State Board of
Personnel Appeals, recommended
Including the faculty in the unit In a
statement released Wednesday.
Law schools should bargain as
single units to m aintain ac
creditation, Schaefer said.
A ccording to Schaefer, the
American Bar Association and the
American Association of Law
Schools, the school's accreditation
agency, want law schools to have full
authority over curriculum, ad
missions and the physical plant
properties of the school, such as the
building and the library.
He added that the ABA and the
AALS recommend salary, class size
and w o rk in g c o n d itio n s be
determined by the faculty.
If the objection is filed and
accepted, he said the law school
would vote to determine which labor
organization, If any, would represent
It.
The rest of UM's faculty would
hold a separate election and be
represented as a different bargaining
unit.
He explained that the National
Labor Relations Board has always

decided in favor of separate bargain
ing units for law schools and that the
state boards have ruled in favor of
separate units In all cases.
Schaefer said all the areas of
autonomy desired by the ac
creditation agencies “would be
jeopardized” if the Law School is In
cluded in the campuswide bargain
ing unit.
O'Neill included the law school
and all half-time faculty members,
department chairmen, library staff
holding academic rank and
replacement faculty In the proposed
unit.
The unit would not include
Reserve Officers Training Corp
faculty, persons on terminal con
tract, part-time teaching faculty,
professional counselors in the
Center for Student Development,
deans and UM administration staff.
Peter Maltese, attorney for the
Board of Personnel Appeals, said
yesterday that the law school
"p e rfo rm s th e same b a sic
functions—teaching and research—
as other departments."
Although the school is specialized
In some respects, It should not have a
separate bargaining unit, according
to Maltese.
A Ml'ssoulian article said some law
professors contend that their in
clusion in the bargaining unit might
lower their wages.
Both Schaefer and Maltese said
the wage question was not an Im
portant factor in the decision.
However, Maltese said law profes
sors' salaries were usually higher
than other professors'.
Last year the average salary for law
professors was $20,304—more than
$3,000 higher than the average wage
in any other University school.

opinion
Football Referendum
Would Register Student
Opinion—
If Students Vote
T

HE VERBAL BARRAGE unleashed
Tuesday on ASUM President John
Nockleby by the Missoula Chamber of
Commerce shows the fury of vested
interests when th e ir po w e r is
challenged.
The most vociferous critic of Noc
kleby was KYLT radio station manager
Gene Peterson, whose station broad
casts UM football games. Nockleby’s
proposal to eliminate football at UM
also would eliminate football-related
advertising revenue to KYLT.
Peterson's pseudo-concern fo r the
students' welfare is misleading. The
truth is, by having football at UM local
businessmen benefit through both
advertising and through profits from
visiting football fans.
Peterson claims enrollment seems to
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rise when the football team is doing
well. This also is misleading. Philip
Bain, UM director of admissions and
records, said he expects this year’s
enrollment to be about 8,800. This is an
increase of 234 students from last year,
when the football team had a dismal 3
and 6 and 1 record.
The Chamber of Commerce realizes
how valuable.the University is to local
business profits and it wants to keep as
much of that revenue flowing as pos
sible. Eliminating football might en
danger that source of revenue. So the
Chamber fights to preserve that profit
rate.
But the hysterical defense of football
penetrates to an issue other than
economics.
Attacks on football are seen as at
tacks on the American Way of Life, a
game only the good guys win because
"winning isn’t everything—it’s the only
thing.”

Movie was real
Editor: In response to the "review” given by
Larry Elkin with regards to The Other Side of
The M ountain'. . .
I can hardly call his little article a “ review.” It
seems to me a review should give as accurate
account of something as is possible without
the author's obvious ignorance and prejudice
showing themselves as well as Larry managed
to do . . .
Larry said that the movie was “an act of
cruelty on the part of Hollywood," but he
managed to get through the entire article
without explaining just what exactly this
"cruelty” was. He then went on to state that the
movie “ ruthlessly plays on the audience's
emotions” . . .
Come back to reality, Larry. . . You did state
that "people still hate to face facts” . . . How
very well you exemplified this statement of
yours in the very article you wrote.
The movie was not “cruel.” It was very real. It
exposed aside of life which you very obviously
do not know. The audience was not moved
because Marilyn Hassett gave a “good
performance as the teenaged Kinmont.” The
audience was moved because they were able
to see actuality within pain . . . reality, not
curelty, concerning the life of a disabled
person.

Football has been equated with masc u lin ity , m anliness, v ir ility and
toughness. However, the sport is not
compared enough with activities such
as drama, music, backpacking, art or
any other University interest.
An e co n o m ic and academ ic
perspective is needed.
Nockleby’s proposal to cut football
does not put the situation in this
perspective. Football deserves a place
at UM, but not on the pedestal
proponents want.
Football should exist as other extra
curricular activites should exist. A
university is an institution of higher
learning and should promote ex
ploration of all kinds of knowledge. It
should neither restrict nor fund One
program at the expense of another.
A university also should remain
unfettered by outside influence, be it
the government or the local Babbittridden Chamber of Commerce.

The students have enough difficulty
deciding whether to support football
w ithout outside interference.
In the last election less than 20 per
cent, o n e -fifth o f the student
population, bothered to vote—either
because .of indifference or laziness.
No wonder the business community
can say with inpunity it speaks for the
student interest. The students ob
viously won’t.
And student elections w ill not give
conclusive
evidence
concerning
student opinion on any issue because
student apathy here is legion.
Central Board should hold a special
referendum at the next pre-regis
tration—if not to gauge student
opinion, then to quiet meddlesome
critics of student government.
Richard Kaudy

letters
. . . Then comes "The Tragedy.” You bet it
was a tragedy, but not in the melodramatic
sense hinted at by Larry. A fall down a moun
tain, severing the spinal cord, thus causing
paralysis from the chest down, is a tragedy. It’s
a new life, but believe me, it was not shown to
be half as “cruel” as it can be.
And so "the poor girl” struggles to regain
mobility . . . That’s not the only thing she is
struggling for, Larry. You’ve missed an entire
realm of mentality that goes along with her
struggle.
One way to reach people and make them see
reality and enable them to understand a life
style is through the h eart. .. Director Peerce
is not merely “ plucking heartstrings” in order
for his audience to see the hardships and the
mental and physical pain involved in Jill Kinmonts’ life. He is honestly portraying what he
obviously knows to be real and hidden to many

/
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Jan Landsverk
senior, liberal arts

Kisses
Editor: I was immensely pleased by the lead
sentence of Rich Landers’ editorial of Oct. 29,
where he said: “ Kissing a smoker is like licking
a dirty ashtray.”
Until then, I didn’t realize Rich had been
kissed.

Letters Policy
Letters should be: *Typed, preferably triple spaced;
•Signed with the author's name, class, major, telephone
number and address; *No more than 300 words (longer
letters will be printed occasionally); *Mailed or brought
to the Montana Kalmln, J-206. The Kalmin reserves the
right to edit all letters and is under no obligation to print
all letters received.

people. He wants people to see what a
disabled person's life is really like.
“A scathing comment on society’s attitude
toward disabled people"??? Hardly. The
headline that it “ reeks of soapy sentiment" is in
itself a “scathing comment" on a movie hon
estly portraying the life of a paralyzed person.
Look into your subject a bit more before
your next “ review." It would certainly give
more substance, insight and maturity to your
articles, and would lend them a higher degree
of accuracy.
And as for your comment that ” T he Other
Side' certainly is not a film for leaky-eyed
teenyboppers” . . . Hmmm . .. Isn’t it curious
that you’re only 17 years old yourself?

J

Sam Reynolds
Missoulian editorial page editor

Compromise inherent in future iand-use planning
By ROBERT WAMBACH
Dean, forestry school

I WAS ONCE TOLD that only a masochist ora
fool would make a career of university
administration. Given my position, I am not
about to endorse that statement, but I can say
that a forestry dean must have qualifications
beyond
sch o la rly
achievem ent and
professional competence. To cope with the
in h e re n t c o n flic ts , fr u s tr a tio n s and
controversies, he ideally should have a strong
constitution, a high threshold of pain, lots of
guts and a thick skin—preferably with a heavy
mucous layer to help him slip in and out of
difficult situations.
I recently had occasion to wish I possessed
these qualities in greater measure. Governor
Tom Judge and Senators Lee Metcalf and
Mike Mansfield asked me to pass judgment on
"The Montana Wilderness Study Act of 1975”
(SB393). This bill would set aside 971,000
acres of land in Montana to be studied for
potential classification as new Wilderness
Areas. In effect they asked m e'to referee a
heated political contest between wilderness
associations and the timber industry (and the
various allies of both groups).
Good grief! Both of these groups are
important clients of the forestry school, and
both causes have staunch supporters on the
forestry school faculty. Furthermore, I
personally have good friends and close
professional colleagues on both sides of the
conflict.
Play It Straight
What to do? I was reasonably sure that
Henry Kissinger would not be available for a
consulting assignment. It did not seem wise to

tell the governor and the senators to go to hell.
I knew that I was not clever enough to start
playing political or diplomatic games. The
only solution seemed to be: "Play.it straight."
I organized a team of faculty colleagues and
students and, with teeth clenched and backs
hunched, we undertook an independent study
of the nine potential wilderness areas
designated in SB393.
We gathered all the information we could.
We flew over and studied aerial photographs
of all the areas. We walked or rode horseback
through each area (being a forester has some
advantages). We talked with informed citizens

throughout the state. We put in plots and
measured tim ber volumes and growth
potential, and we put our data in a computer
and cranked out the facts.
At this point the onus fell on me. I had to
draw the conclusions and write the report.
Aside from anticipating the repercussions,
writing the report was really not difficult. For
the most part, our investigations led to obvious
conclusions. The timber volumes and values
were relatively small and the timber growing
potential on most of the lands was clearly very
slight. By the same token, the potential for
classification as wilderness also seemed to be
slight. Most of the areas were already seriously
compromised by roads, old or current logging,
mines, private ownership or other human
intrusions.

If the lands were not suitable for timber
production or wilderness (speaking in general
terms), what then? The idea of an intermediate
category seemed not only logical, but
ridiculously obvious. For lack of a better term,
I labeled this intermediate classification as
“ back-country." Not very imaginative, but the
concept has validity.
Allow Human Use
The purpose of back-country would be to
exclude such harsh treatment of the land as
that associated with road building and
logging, while permitting certain practices
th a t are n o t a llo w e d in c la s s ifie d
wilderness—such as the installation of
sanitary facilities at heavily used campsites,
the use of mechanized equipment in trail
maintenance and fire control and perhaps
even the use of snowmobi les if it can be shown
that they do not cause damage to the land or
the plants and animals on the area. The idea
would be to protect the natural environment
while allowing a style of management that
would permit more intensive human use of
that area.
My report was given extensive coverage by
the media, especially the Missoulian. Now I
find myself to be an inadvertent participant in
the controversy.
I was supposed to help solve the problem,
not become part of it. But then, this is
frequently the fate of the well meaning
peacemaker or the “objective observer.” We
live in a world of advocacy, and to most
advocates "if you are not with them, you must
be against them.”
The outcome? It is too early to tell, but
indications are that SB393, in its present form,
is going to die. However, I am confident that

some of the areas identified in the bill will end
up as classified wilderness, the result of new
administrative or legislative initiatives. Other
areas will undoubtedly be set aside by the
F ore st S e rv ic e as n o n -w ild e rn e s s
backcountry. And th is new category
(backcountry) may well be given a formal
status by legislative action or executive order.
A small portion of the lands in question will
probably be utilized for timber production or
other commercial uses.
Compromise Is Essence
If this scenario is the one that prevails, no
one will be entirely happy or satisfied, but
perhaps aggregate welfare will be increased.
This kind of compromise is the essence of our
democratic system and the application of
Multiple Use philosophy to the management
of our public lands.
Some folks are accusing me of being anti
wilderness. This simply is not true.
. I am a firm believer in wilderness, but I don’t
think all wildlands can or should be dedicated
to that purpose.
I am also a firm believer in motherhood, but I
don’t think women have to be pregnant to be
admired. I like hamburgers, but it would not
make sense to grind up the whole steer. We
also need some steaks and roasts and soup
bones.
Our forests must provide timber, water and
wildlife as well as recreation opportunities
and wilderness. To achieve the optimum mix,
we will have to practice a more sophisticated
form of land-use planning. Moreover, we will
have to be more willing to accept reasonable
trade-offs and compromises.
No single user group can have everything it
wants.
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IMS conditions in M e n ’s Gym
noisy, crowded and steamy
By JUNTARO J. NAGASE
Montana Kalmln Reporter

The Board of Regents will discuss
ways to prevent the University of
Montana law school from losing its
accreditation, Robert Sullivan, law
school dean, said yesterday.
At the regents’ meeting next week,
James White, consultant t 9 the legal
education section of the American
Bar Association, will present a sum
mary of the problems facing the law
school, Sullivan said.
A 1973 study by the ABA ac. creditation team revealed "deficien
cies" that could prevent the ac
creditation of the law school,
Sullivan said.
Sullivan said the regents solved
one of these “deficiencies” by
granting the law school autonomy
from the UM adm ission and
curriculum policies. The ABA
recommended in the 1973 study that
the law school be allowed to

' Instructional Materials Services is
as crowded as "five pounds of Jelly
beans put in a one-pound sack,"
director Devon Chandler said
yesterday.
IMS moved this quarter from the
Old Library to the Men's Gym, which
has only half as much space as the
old location.
Chandler said that in addition to
the space crunch the new location is
noiser than the original one.
The floor of the Men’s Gym, he ex
plained, was built over the men’s
swimming pool and the hollow space
beneath the floor magnifies the
sound of footsteps.
At times the noise is so bad that
Chandler dons a pair of headphones
so he can concentrate on his work.
Secretary Cindy Beebe said the
noise “turns intolerable” In the
afternoon when students use the
shower room located next to IMS.
The IMS film library, which
formerly had two preview rooms
which seated a total of 80 persons,
now has only a "punk room” for four
IMS workers, Chandler said.
Media Reference Librarian John
Hendrickson said steam from the
gym's shower room permeates the
room, making It too moist for proper
film storage.
Chandler said IMS cannot provide
individualized service because of
lack of space. He added that
equipment is scattered in four
different locations because the new
site has no storage space.

U M la w school faces
problem s m aintaining
school accreditation

Possibility of mining south of Billings
being studied by mining company
and Stillw ater Protection Association
prepared by the company In
September, it will be “several
months" before the company
determines If It Is feasible to mine
there.
The company has been exploring
the 26-by-4-mile area in the Custer
and Gallatin National Forests since
1967.

By GLENN OAKLEY
Montana Kalmln Raportar

The future of platinum mining at
Iron Mountain, 80 miles southwest of
Billings, is still uncertain.
Johns-Manvllle, an International
m ining m aterials co rp o ra tion ,
proposed mining the area in 1974,
but, according to a planning study

news briefs
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Former Vice President Spiro Agnew yesterday categorically denied he
was guilty of anything other than the single evasion charge to which he
pleaded "no contest." In an exclusive Associated Press Interview, Agnew ex
pressed his displeasure with the media's continuing references to an un
proven 40-page "exposition of evidence" and said “you have no Idea" how
heavy the pressure was put on him to resign. "Someday," Agnew said, "the
whole story can be told."
A man carrying a toy gun, who claimed he was trying to protect Presi
dent Ford, was taken Into custody yesterday near a San Francisco hotel
where Ford was speaking at a political luncheon. Police described the man,
who called himself "Albert W. Zero," as “cuckoo” and “an eccentric.” “Zero”
claimed he pulled the toy gun after a parking lot attendant threatened the
President. Secret Service spokesmen said there was no indication of such a
threat. They said the decision on whether to press charges would be left to
local police, as "Zero" had made no threats toward the President.
The Montana Public Service Commission yesterday cut the Montana
Power Company's requested $11.6 million interim rate increase to $6.5
million. The increase, which passed the commission on a 4 to 1 vote, means
an average $2.80 monthly increase for residential natural gas bills computed
after Nov. 1. The commission granted the interim increase to cover the rising
cost of Canadian gas supplied to the utility while the PSC considers Montana
Power's request for a $44.4 million general increase.
The Spanish government yesterday temporarily transferred power from
stricken Gen. Francisco Franco to his 37-year-old heir, Prince Juan Carlos de
Borbon. The transfer is expected to become permanent upon the death of
Franco. Carlos, who was named by Franco as his successor six years ago, will
become Spain’s first king since 1931.

Citizen Opposition?
Torian Donohoe, a member of the
Stillwater Protection Assn., refused
to comment on whether her group
will try to block development of the
mine.
The SPA, a citizens' group, is an af
filiate of the Northern Plains
Resource Council,
She said the SPA is talking with
state agencies and government of
ficials about the proposal, but added,
"nothing Is happening.”
"We've done all we can for now,"
she said.
Johns-Manville officials
were
unavailable for comment.
According to their report, the
operation may Involve underground
mining through a tunnel in the West
Fork Stillwater River Valley.
The ore would then be transported
by truck to the mill for processing
and smelting.
The mill and waste disposal area
would probably be situated at the
corporation's Picket Pin Ranch, four
miles from the mine site.
Waste rock from the concentrator
mill would be carried in a water slurry
to the rock waste disposal site, the
report continued.
The company is studying the legal
and physical possibilities of ob
taining the needed water from the
West Fork of the Stillwater River,
tributary streams and groundwater.
The company, the report said, will

independently set its admission
standards and to establish its
curriculum.
A proposal, aimed at alleviating
space problems at the law school,
was defeated by the regents several
months ago, Sullivan said. The
, proposal suggested that the
feasibility of moving the law school
to Helena be studied.
Sullivan said that moving the
school to Helena would provide law
students more clinical experience
because of the easy access to state
government offices.
But he added that the advantages
of moving to Helena are balanced by
the advantages of remaining in Mis
soula.
He said that the Missoula law
school library is the best in the
Pacific Northwest, excluding the
University of Washington law library.
He said the library, which contains
about 80,000 volumes, is better than
the Supreme Court library in Helena.
Sullivan said he would not “second
guess" the Board of Regents on a
possible plan to prevent the loss of
accreditation. He added that a
recommendation would probably be
available in the next few months.

"recycle all possible water at every
point in the operation.”
Pollution Potential Studied
The State Department of Fish and
Game Is monitoring the river for pos
sible pollution from the development
site.
The only water pollution dis
covered so far has been from
construction of a corporation bridge
across the river, Donohoe said.
However, the SPA is still worried
about possible future environmental
damage, she said.
The SPA has also expressed
concern about the social and
economical impact of the mine.
Stillwater County would have to
provide more houses, schools,
police and fire protection and water
and sew age s e rv ic e if th e
development occurs, the SPA
claims.
Donohoe said the problem Is com?
pounded because the mining would
ta ke p la ce In n e ig h b o rin g
Sweetgrass County.
That county would receive tax
revenue from the operation while
Stillwater County would have to pay
the extra costs because almost all
mining employes would probably
live there, she said.
Montana law has no provision for
intercounty transfer of revenue, she
said.
She said that Johns-Manville has
not responded to SPA’s statements
about the development's possible
negative effects.
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Coal mining talk
slated for Nov. 15
in UC Ballroom
Weber will discuss the en
K. Ross Toole, Rep. Gary Kimble,
D-Missoula, and Mark Weber will vironmental impact of the mine
speak about coal mining at Cabin which could pollute the Flathead
Creek, 8 p.m. Nov. 5 in the University ■ drainage, said Dave Hill, SAC direc
tor.
Center Ballroom.
Cabin Creek is a proposed coal
mining site in British Columbia, eight
miles north of the American border.
The free public seminar is being
sponsored by the University of Mon
tana Student Action Center (SAC),
which is a member of the Flathead
Coalition, a group of Canadians and
Americans opposed to the mine.
Mark Weber, visiting professor of
geology at UM, will open the seminar
with a slide show prepared by
himself and Montana Outdoors
editor Bill Schneider. Weber has
been doing a study of the issue for
the Flathead Coalition.

Nationwide poll
on gun control
termed 'loaded'
Rep. John Ashbrook, R-Ohio, a
staunch opponent of gun control,
called recent nationwide polls show
ing a majority of the public favor gun
control "loaded."
He claimed a newspaper survey in
his district is more representative of
the way Americans feel about the is
sue.
The survey, published in the
Mansfield,
Ohio
News-Journal,
revealed that 92 per cent of those
polled opposed gun co n tro l
legislation, while only 7 per cent
favored it.
The poll drew such opinions as the
following:
• “ If the police want my guns they
are going to have to get them the
hard way."
• “ If criminals would obey laws,
they wouldn’t be criminals. Let’s
make our courts enforce our laws.”
• “They should keep the crooks in
jail and bring back the death penalty
for every crime other than a traffic
ticket. That ought to clean up the at
mosphere in a hurry!" '

Kimble will discuss the legal
problems of the mine which is on a
stream flowing into the United
States. Kimble is an associate
professor of Native American studies
and a lawyer.
K. Ross Toole, professor of history
and noted historian of the American
West, will discuss the sociological
impacts of the mine, Hill said.

Library ranks at bottom
in meeting advised criteria
The University of Montana library
received the lowest possible rating
given by the Association of College
and Research Libraries.
The ACRL, in its publication'The
American Library, lists criteria a
university library must meet to
receive ratings A through D.
Earle Thompson, UM library dean,
using these criteria, gave the UM
library a D rating this year.
The criteria are based on such
things as student-body size and
number of departments.
Thompson said the UM library has
about 500,000 books, 350,000
volumes short of the requirements of
an A rating.
This year’s library budget for
purchasing
new books and
periodicals is the same as last years,
$52,489.

Because of inflation, the library
will be forced to buy five or six per
cent fewer books and periodicals this
year, Thompson said.

Montana Kaimln Reporter

A proposed Soviet Studies
program has been approved by the
College of Arts and Sciences.
The proposal was submitted to the
University of Montana Curriculum
com m ittee
recently,
Richard
Solberg, dean of the college, said.
The committee’s recommendations
will be sent to the Faculty Senate by
Jan. 15.
Final approval rests with the Board
of Regents.
Proposal Two Years Old
The program was first proposed
two years ago in response to student
requests for a program specializing
in Soviet Studies, Forest Grieves,
Soviet Studies Committee chairman,
said.
The program would be similar to
the Latin American or Asian Studies
option and would lead to a degree in
liberal arts, he said.
According to Grieves, the program
would not require additional faculty
and would be, “ if not saving money,
at le a st. . . using it more wisely."
A Soviet Studies committee would
advise students in the field, Grieves
said. He noted that “the courses
already exist for anyone to take.”
Response to the proposal has been
favorable, he said. Letters from eight

departments of the College of Arts
and Sciences are attached to the
original proposal.
Departments Endorse Plan
T ho m a s H u ff, p h ilo s o p h y
department chairman, said the
program has his department’s "firm
support" and “fits precisely the
pattern of soundly based and
demanding interdisciplinary work
which is so rare and yet so important
to many of our students.”
John Van de Wetering, history
department professor, said his
department “enthusiastically en
dorses” the proposal and is pleased
that Soviet historian Fred Skinner
will participate in the program.
The program’s opportunity to ex
pand student chances of studying
additional areas without requiring a
new department or increased
budgets was one reason the an
thropology department favored the
program, Carling Malouf, chairman
of the department, said.
If the new program is accepted,
Grieves said, a travel program similar
to the Fall Quarter in Avignon
(France) program of the foreign
language department may be
developed.
Curriculum Committee Chairman
Graham Thompson said his com
mittee relies heavily on the report of
the Arts and Sciences Committee.

well, Andrews, your
OMPANYS OFFER SEEMS
QUITE SINCERE, BUT I
MUSTWARN YOU
BEFORE WE CON- (-. ,

. TINUE. &

With the rising cost of serials,
Thompson said, the UM library might
have to:
• Stop purchasing new serials.
The library previously did this in 1972
and 1973.
• Stop
buying
“ unnecessary
periodicals."
• Set a maximum number of
serials that can be purchased by
each university department.
The library will not buy more
chairs this year, Thompson said,
although the ACRL calls for 2,000
more seats in order to bean A library.
The library now seats 750.

College of Arts and Sciences
approves Soviet Studies program
By NANCY J. DOMBO

DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

As outlined in the original
proposal, majors in Soviet Studies
would be required to take the liberal
arts core curriculum, an additional
48 credits in related upper-division
courses and an interdisciplinary
senior seminar.
Grieves credited Cheryl Schreiner,
a member of the Russian Club, with
drafting a large part of the proposal.
Grieves said although he does not
expect the response to the program
to be "overwhelming" he believes
enough students are interested in
Soviet Studies to warrant an option
in that field.
A course with a similar format is
being offered by the liberal arts
department this quarter, Grieves
said.
Entitled Russia, Russian and the
Russians, the course consists of six
sections dealing with Russian his
tory, geography, art, literature,
language and the political system.
The proposed option would offer
courses in these and other fields,
Grieves said.
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Handicaps make ‘little things’ important
By TOM ANDERSON
Montana Kalmln Reporter

Sometimes, the little things in life
mean a lot.
For example, because the
University of Montana Journalism
Building has no ramps or elevators,
no wheelchair students at the
University can major in journalism or
radio-television. The steps make it
nearly impossible for them to make it
to classes.
Snow on the walks, another seem
ingly little thing, caused two UM
students who use wheelchairs to quit
school temporarily last winter. Both
students are back in school this
quarter, but are again considering
quitting Winter Quarter.
Professors Go Out of Their
Way to Help
Suzy Stephenson, junior in social
work, said wheelchair students can
not major in psychology, sociology,
jo u rn a lis m , ra d io - te le v is io n ,
mathematics or chemistry because
the buildings are not ramped. She
said her social work major is hard,
but that she can do it because the
professors will go out of their way to
help her. She said she has one
professor who waits at the bottom of
the stairs every day before class to
help her up the stairs.

Margaret McGuire, UM adviser to
h a n d ic a p p e d s tu d e n ts , said
members of the UM Veteran’s Club
also help carry students up and down
stairs. When possible, she said,
classes attended by students who
have walking problems are switched
from upper levels to ground floors.
1 Wheelchair students cannot enter

20

.

The report showed that only 15 per
cent of public hospitals performed
“ even a single abortion" in the first
three months of 1974. The response
in many hospitals to the legalization
of abortion "was so limited as to be
tantamount to no response at all.”
The total nationwide need for

Ned Tomsheck, freshman in com
puter science, is' a wheelchair
student living in Jesse Hall. He said
he would like to move off campus “to
show that I really could be
independent."
Stephenson said she spent all
summer looking for her apartment.
She sa id she c h e cke d th e
advertisements and called realtors,
telling them about her limitations.
She said she then checked the
possibilities to “see if they (the
apartments) could be ramped" and
to see if the bathrooms were properly
equipped.

offices in Turner and Main halls or
reach the second floor and basement
of the lodge.
“ You have to grab someone walk
ing by, and get them to go up for
you," Stephenson said. “ Most people
are pretty good about doing things
for you.”

Abortion not available
Although abortion has been
legalized for more than a year,
thousands of women are still unable
to obtain abortions in America, ac
cording to a study by the Alan
Guttmacher Institute, the research
arm of Planned Parenthood
Federation of America.
The study estimated that between
400,000 and 900,000 women were
denied abortions in 1974, most of
them poor and many under the age of

Housing a Problem
M cG uire said the lack of
apartments for the handicapped in
the University area is a problem.

abortions in 1974 was estimated at
1.3 to 1.8 million. The total estimated
number of abortions performed was
only 892,000.
The report also showed that
abortion services vary widely from
region to region and are much more
accessible to middle and upper-in
come women.
"Unless these inequities are
corrected," the investfgators con
cluded, “ women who are poororvery
young and those who live in smaller
cities will continue to find it difficult
to obtain safe, legal abortions. They
will continue to obtain illegal or selfinduced abortions, unwanted or mis
timed births, school dropouts,
precipitous marriages and other
health and social consequences.”

Bathrooms on campus pose
another problem for wheelchair
students. Most of the stalls are not
wide enough for wheelchairs. The
newer buildings, however, have
w ider stalls and railin gs fo r
wheelchair students.
Social Activities Not Hampered
Being handicapped does not mean
one’s social activities have to be
limited. “ I’m a loner, but that’s my
own choice," Tomsheck said.

Wilderness issues
to be discussed

Sylvia Stevens, sophomore in
business administration, said she
goes to movies, and bars, swims,
bowls, and is planning to go to the
Merle Haggard concert this
weekend.
She said she would like to have the
downtown curbs ramped, so she and
others restricted to wheelchairs
could get around better. She said she
also thought ramps might help blind
persons, because they could tell by
the slope when they were ap
proaching an intersection.
Other Handicaps Minor
Wheelchair students are not the
only ones with handicaps on this
campus, however, their handicaps
are the most visible. McGuire said
there are about 200 handicapped
students at UM, but most of the han
dicaps are minor. Most handicapped
students do not need special
programs or equipment, she said.
They prefer not to be recognized, she
said, and to work their problems out
by themselves.
P a u l S te w a r t, s e n io r in
psychology, is nearly blind. He said
he has no problems walking around
campus and that he works out class
problems by himself, with the aid of a
reader. He tapes his classes, then
reviews the tapes and makes notes
about them. His reader reads his as
signments to him.
A room is available in the library for

Gary Snyder, 1975 Pulitzer prize
winning poet, has accepted an in
vitation to attend the conference.
U.S. Forest Service people will also
participate.

Food price cuts
in Gold Oak Room
bring sales boost
Recent price cuts have resulted in
significant sales increases at the
University Center Gold Oak Dinner
Buffet.
Carson Vehrs, d ire c to r of
University Food Service operations,
said Wednesday the price roll-backs
represent a return to lastyear’s prices
and were instituted because of a 53
per cent reduction in sales under the
higher prices adopted during the
summer.
Although price increases averag
ing 16 per cent were adopted for the
Copper Commons in June, the dollar
volume of sales has not dropped, he
said.
Vehrs attributes this to the UC food
service policy of allowing student
participation in menu selection.

W ilkinson to speak
on SB1 here today

A conference, The Right to Remain
Wild, A Public Choice, has been
scheduled here by the Wilderness
Institute for Nov. 17, 18 and 19.
The conference, equally funded by
the Wilderness Institute and the
Montana C om m ittee fo r the
Humanities, “will address the issues
of wilderness and its relation to the
human spirit, the problems of
evaluating and allocating wildlands,
and involvement of the public in
effective and sensitive decision
making,” said an Institute member.

handicapped students to study with
tape machines. Stewart said he uses
the room almost every day.
He said most handicapped
students want to be as independent
as possible and that "even a person
totally blind could get around almost
as well as I can.” He said his only
recurring problem is at Food Service.
He picks his salads out by their
smells and, he said, “ I don’t always
get what I think I am getting.”

Frank Wilkinson, executive direc
tor of the National Committee
Against
Repressive
Legislature
(NCARL), will be the guest speaker
at a noon meeting concerning
Senate Bill One, on Friday in the
Montana Rooms of the University
Center.
According to Anne MacIntyre,
program director of the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), in Mis
soula, this bill represents one of the
gravest threats to civil liberties to be
proposed in Congress in many years.
Among other things, SB1 would

o u tla w
m a k in g p u b lic any
government document stamped
“secret,” or any document that would
tend to embarrass the Unjted States
Government. Such incidents as the
releasing of the Pentagon Papers by
Daniel Ellsberg would be made
illegal. At present, Ellsberg’s act is
entirely within the law.
MacIntyre said Wilkinson will
show the bad features of the Criminal
Justice Reform Act of 1975, SB1, and
the efforts of the NCARL and the
ACLU to prevent its passage.
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Ball denounces . . .
• Cont. from p. 1
has provided a means for about a
third of the world’s population to
achieve "some kind of independence
with relatively little violence," Ball
said.
He said he believes the United
States should “be franker and
tougher" with upstart countries and
agrees with administration efforts to
deal “very firmly” with vocal, but
weaker nations.
At a luncheon later in the day, Ball
said he disagreed with Secretary of

---------------

goings on

• Activities Fair, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
today, UC.
• M icrobiology
Departm ent
Seminar, The XII International
Botanical Congress; A Report, noon
today, Health Science 411.
• Missoula World Coalition, 3 p.m.
today, Ark, 538 University Ave.
• International Folk Dancing, 7:30
to 11 tonight, Women’s Center Gym.
Teaching 8 to 9 tonight.
• INCO Club Costume Kegger,
7:30 tonight, above Freddie’s Feed
and Read.
• Narnia Coffeehouse, 9 to 12
tonight and tomorrow night, back
door of Ark.
• Warm Springs Visitation, 9 a.m.
Saturday, Ark.
• UM International Association
Halloween P arty,
8:30 p.m.
tomorrow, Venture Center 108.
• Dinner and Discussion, 5:30
p.m. Sunday, Wesley Foundation.
• Dinner and discussion, 5:30 p.m.
Sunday, Ark.
• Lacrosse Club, 7 p.m. Sunday,
Men's Gym.
• Theosophical Society Slide
Program, Symbolism: The Key to the
Universe, 8 p.m. Monday, Unitarian
House, 102 McLeod.

State Henry Kissinger's foreign
policy because it has no theme or
strategy.
Kissinger's foreign policy, he said,
requires a high degree of secrecy
which leaves “the people very much
in the dark.”
“We have no body of policy,”
added Ball. “We have what one
master player decides at one
particular time."
Ball said he did not believe the U.S.
was fighting in Vietnam for economic
reasons.

"The U.S. failed to make fun
damental
distinctions
between
Korea and Vietnam and to realize
that Vietnam was an indigenous civil
war," he said.
‘Get Rid of CIA'
According to Ball, the CIA was ac
cused of performing acts “ it wasn't
competent enough to do.”
Ball said he favored getting rid of
the CIA as an Institution, but said he
would keep some of its functions.
Ball, a partner in the Lehman

Brothers' international investment
banking firm, called multi-national
c o r p o r a t io n s
a
" h e a lt h y
development."
B a ll s a id m u l t i - n a t io n a l
corporations need to be supervised',
so they will not exploit the host coun
try, interfere with the mobilization of
scarce resources or make business
unprofitable.
“ If the host government tries to
interfere with the multi-national
corporation at the local level,” Ball
said, “ it may destroy the whole

Students living in backyard
finally find house to rent
Two University of Montana students, forced by Missoula's housing
shortage to sleep outside, have been promised a house by a rental agency.
Phil Snyder and Dave Lockman, whose plight was described in the Oct. 8
Montana Kaimin, said they hope to move into the house, located on River
Road, by the end of November.
The students slept in sleeping bags in a backyard for a month because they
could not find a place to live. Since it snowed, they have stayed with friends.
Lockman said they are sleeping on the floor of a friend's room in a
“flophouse” arrangement.
“We are crowded, but at least now we have a shower to use," he said.
Snyder said the rental agency with which he has been registered since
August has tried hard to find them a house.
“The agency,” he said, "has really gone out of its way to help and has
been sympathetic with our situation."
An agency spokesman said the house will be available for the students as
soon as the present renters get their loan to buy a house.
Several suitable houses were found during the summer, the spokesman
said. However, one of Snyder’s friends who was supposed to rent a house for
him refused to look at any of the houses. Finally he spent the deposit money
Snyder gave him, she said.
Snyder was in Alaska until school started at the end of September, and by
then houses were hard to find, he said.
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genius of the operation, which is to
refine goods at their cheapest
source, distribute the goods ef
ficiently and finance the operations
fairly.”
Ball said the major problem now
faced by multi-national corporations
is regulatiorf by the country they are
operating in.
Ball advocated an international
arrangement supervised by a multi
la te ra l b o d y to in s u re th e
corporations benefit both the host
country and the corporation.

Drake opposes ERA
Leslie Drake, recently appointed to
Central Board, said Tuesday the
Equal Rights Amendment should not
be passed.
Drake, who testified against the
ERA during the Montana Senate
hearings on the issue, said in an
interview that she no longer
disagrees with all facets of the
amendment, but that it is “too broad
a statement” for her to support it.
Most rights demanded byi>RA are
already provided by law, she said,
a d d in g th a t th e p ro p o se d
amendment is probably supported
by many women just because exis
ting laws are not enforced.
“There would be a lot of mistakes
in passing it,” she continued.
“The amendment would make
women eligible for the draft and
combat duty in the military. Most
women can't handle the (combat)
situation,” she said.
If a woman wants to enlist for com
bat duty, however, she should be
allowed to, Drake said. The armed
services now do not permit women to
have combat duty.
Drake said that if the amendment
were passed:
• Women would be considered
the same as men in divorce
proceedings, even though their
duties and responsibilities may be
different.
• Women might be forced to share
public restrooms with men.
• Maternity leave for enlisted
women would be unfair to enlisted
men who are not allowed leave when
their wives are pregnant.

UM may buy Eddy Ave. houses
The University of Montana is con
sidering buying the last two privately
owned houses on the 700 block of
Eddy Avenue.
The use of building fee funds has
been approved by the Board of
Regents to purchase 758 and 750
Eddy Ave., Harry Fritz, chairman of
the Campus Development Com
mittee and assistant professor of his
tory, said Tuesday.

Fritz said it was coincidental that
both owners decided to sell at about
the same time.
The houses, presently occupied by
their owners, will be used to lodge
the offices now in the old library
while it is being renovated, he said,
but no plans for subsequent use have
been made yet.

An inspection of the houses will be
made to see if they, will require
renovation.
Fritz explained that all thd houses
on the block are just temporary hold
ing places. The tentative, long-range
plan is to build a large fine arts center
there, he said, but that may not
happen for "2, 5 or 20 years."

The other houses on the block are
owned by the University and are oc
cupied by Native American Studies,
the Department of Social Work,
Upward Bound and the Community
Service Program.
Fritz said that before the houses
can be bought two appraisals of their
value must be made—one by the
Leslie Drake
University and one by the owners.
Montana Kalmln photo by Al Dekmar The price will then be arbitrated.

Steak\bur
Claim...
Top Sirloin...Filet
j TeriyakL.New York
Sirloin Kibob...
Prime Rib
only

“The successful revolutionary is a
statesman, the unsuccessful one a
crim inal.". . . Erich Fromm

MIXED DOUBLES

BOW LING
TOURNAM ENT
Sunday Nov. 2
Recreation
Center

$495

$7.95 Lob-Steak
Choose from Top Sirloin, Filet, Teriyaki,
New York. Or try Sirloin Kebobs or Prime
Rib. All for only $4.95. Tie into a
Miner-Sized Cut for only $5.95. Plus your
choice of salads from our Miner's Salad
Wagon, seasoned Miner’s Toast and
baked, potato. Unbelievable until you've
tried it— truly unbeatable once you have.

in

i c h a e l

J o h n s o n

c o n c e r t

OCT. 29 & 30 8 p.m.

80% Handicap
Entry Fee of $1.75
Per Couple

M

1210 WEST BROADWAY

Sponsor:
Programming Services

UC Gold Oak Room
UC Ballroom
. $1.00 For Public Tickets At The Door
FREE TO STUDENTS
Presented by ASUM PROGRAM COUNCIL
Anthony &
Joseph

HALLOWE'EN PARTY
PUMPKIN CARVING CONTEST
JUDGING AT 11 P.M. FRIDAY

W IT C H ’S BREW ... 500
H ot Rum an d C id er

BLACK BEER $1 25 Pitcher

BLACK CAT $*|25
SANDWICH
(Spiced sausage, cheese, sauerkraut on a R ye bun)

ADULTS ONLY!

OCT. 31 8 p.m.

PARATORE
A N T H O N Y a nd JO S E P H
PARATORE, of whom The New
York Times said, “Their playing is
so perfectly meshed it is hard to
realize two perform ers are
involved,” have just won first prize
in the Munich International Music
Competition. They are the 'first
American duo ever to win a major
international competition.

RECITAL PROGRAM
Sonata in D major,
K. 448 ................. Mozart
Fantasie in F minor, D. 940,
Op. 103 ........... Schubert
Danzon Cubano
(1942) ....'............ Copland
Rhapsody in
B lu e ..................Gershwin

FREE
to
University
Students
UNIVERSITY
BALLROOM
8:00 P.M. Saturday
Nov. 1, 1975
A Program Council Preaentatlon

Ski trails possible inPattee Canyon

reviews
‘W hiffs’ lacks sentim ent, but fun n y
Whiffs
By LARRY ELKIN
M o n ta n a K aim ln R eview er

The Wilma, through Nov. 5
Can the army do anything right?
Of course not. With the exception
of a good showing in World War II,
the army's record is a long string of
botch-ups. Any moviegoer or
television viewer knows this; he has
seen it in F-Troop, Catch-22 and
M’A 'S 'H '. Now he is seeing it again
in Whiffs.
Whiffs lacks the sentimental
appeal of a classic such as F-Troop
(no one can replace Private Dobbs
and his bugle), but it is about as
funny as its predecessors.

problem, but to no avail. He cannot
hold a job, spend his time produc
tively, or “get it up.” In short, he is be
ing screwed and she is not.
Finally he runs into an acquain
tance (Eddie Albert) who has just
graduated from Utah State Prison. In
frustration he and his friend turn to
crime, doing unto others as others
have done unto them.
The film is sometimes funny,
sometimes hilarious, and always

entertaining. The acting is uniformly
good. The script is one of the fun
niest farces to come along in years.
Noteworthy, too, is the fact that
O'Neill still is the “ nice girl” she was
in The Summer o f '42. Only this time,
she is not quite as “ nice.”
Whiffs is a good film —good
enough for persons leaving the
theater to remark, “ Now, we should
have more of these movies.”
I second the motion.
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411 WEST FRONT
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The answer to this problem, he
said, would be to educate people on
land ethics and for people to report
vandals who abuse the land.

549-7085

J

NOW PLAYING!
—THRU—
★ THURSDAY! ★

THE GRAND ADVENTURE
OF THE YEAR!

1 TOMBSTONE TONICS
Tequila & Orange

50
Melro-Galdwyn-Mayer presenls KHeroJa||e pioduclion o[ JohnMinus'

- TRADING POST

•

Americans are “ being screwed" by
people who blatantly misuse the
land, Sheridan said.

MANN THEATRES
Q

1
Elliott Gould, who starred in
M’A 'S 'H ’, is just as good in Whiffs.
He portrays one of thearmy’s human
guinea pigs with all the dignity the
role demands—none.
But it is a stirring performance. For
15 years he has been gassed, doped,
diseased and analyzed, until he loses
most or all of his sight, hearing,
coordination and sexual potency.
The army then takes this derelict,
gives him a 40 per cent disability rat
ing (including six per cent for his
“dead dick” ), and puts him out to
pasture.
His girlfriend (Jennifer O’Neill)
does her best to overcome his

Sheridan said the area needs ex
tensive work because of "excessive
abuse by the public.”
O ff-ro a d v e h ic le s " s h r e d ”
vegetation and motorists litter the
area, especially with beer bottles and
cans, Sheridan said.
Picnic tables, a storage shed and
an outhouse all have'been destroyed
by people who needed firewood,
Sheridan said.

Pattee Canyon may have cross.country ski trails within two weeks,
Richard Sheridan, associate profes
sor of botany said recently.
Sheridan said he and his Biology
101 class will design and build ski
trails that will be open to the public.
This is the fourth year Sheridan
and his class have worked in the
Pattee Canyon area. They have
closed nearly 30 miles of road,
reseeded grass and built a picnic
area.
The part of the Pattee Canyon
where Sheridan and his students
have been working is the former Fort
Missoula Timber Reserve. The area
covers 1,500 acres and has been
designated for recreational use.

SALOON

Slininj

9 3 STRIP

NOW THROUGH TUESDAY!

iM sLion
Sean Connery Candice Bergen
Prion |(eilli &John Huslon
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H l g h e S t ^ ^ S t t l U g l ' — Kathleen Carroll,
**

Released thru United Artists

Evening Showings Only A t—7:00—9:15

57 N .Y . D A ILY N E W S

“The Best Picture o f the Year”

- IN D EPEN D EN T FILM C RITIC S A SSO CIA TIO N

NOW THROUGH TUESDAY!

“The Best Picture o f the Year”
“Peter Falk Brilliant’
“Best Actress o f thelfear- Gena Rowlands”

—ft* Collins. W CBS-TV NEW S

The most hilarious military farce since MAS H!

—Gene Shaft. W NBC-TV

-N A T IO N A L B O A R D O F REV IEW

HAPPY
HOUR
5-7 p.m.
Fri.-Mon.
Cold Beer on ta p
"Behind Holiday Village"

THIS WEEK’S
SPECIALS
’59 FORD
% ton pickup, 6 cylinder, 4 speed

$395
’64 FORD VAN
6 cylinder, 3-speed

$495
’64 FORD PICKUP
V-8, 4-speed

GEORGE BARRE PRESENTS A BRUT PRODUCTION

$395
*65 RAMBLER

ELLIOTT GOULD J H IF F S » E D D IE ALBERT
HARRYGUARDINO GODFREYCAMBRIDGE
. . . . . JENNIFER O'NEILL

Am bassador Wagon, V-8,
automatic

$395
’66 RAMBLER
Wagon, 6-cylinder, 3-speed

producedby GEORGE BARRIE orectedbyIEDPOST

$295
'66 VW BUG
4 cylinder, 4-speed

WRITTEN BY

$995
’67 CHRYSLER Newport

♦

4-door, tMt automatic

m W IM K Il

Made Without the
cooperation of the U. S. Army

MUSIC BY

JOHNW ERON

C
C
U
D
R
B
TTEC
H
N
iC
O
PRIW
ISBVD0

$395

b itte rr o o t

TOYOTA
TOYOTA
Highway 93 S. at 39th St.
542-2121

O P E N 6:45 P.M .
“W om an U nder In flu en ce”
at 7:00 and 9:40

The Beautiful

ROXY
543-7341

O P E N 6:30 P.M .
Shorts at 6:50-9:05
“W hitts” at 7:25-9:40

S ho w place o f M on tan a

WILMA
543-7341

Sat.-Sun: Shorts at 4:40-6:50-9:05; “W H IF F S " at 5:10-7:25-9:40

sports shorts

Furniture art displayed

-------= -------------------------------------------------- :----------------------------------------------------------------------

Athletics
The University of Montana
Grizzlies hope to rebound from a
disappointing 20 to 3 defeat to the
Montana State Bobcats when they
play conference leader Boise State
tomorrow.
The Broncos, after trouncing the
Northern Arizona Lumberjacks 48 to
0 last weekend, are ranked fourth
nationally with a 6 and 0 and 1
record. The Grizzlies are seventh
with 4 and 2.
Although the UM defense has im
proved with each game, it faces the
conference’s most productive team.
The Broncos average 473 yards a
game in total offense. An average of
297 of those yards have come
through the air.
Despite the fact that MSU's Steve
Kracher had an easy time with the
Grizzly defense, UM's defensive
team ranks second in the conference
in total defense. It has given up only
297 yards, average, a game.
The Grizzlies have yielded 169
yards on the ground and 127 in the
air.
The Grizzlies expect most of the
Broncos' offense to come through
the air.
The Broncos have the top two
quarterbacks in the conference and
the top three pass receivers. They
also have three of the top four
scorers in the league.
Although the Grizzlies have had
scoring problems lately, the Boise
team should not take the UM team
lightly.
Junior safety Greg Anderson still
has UM fans on edge as they wait for
him to break several kick returns.

Anderson has scored seven
touchdowns for the Grizzlies in two
years. Not one has come on a run of
less than 50 yards.
The Grizzlies hope to untrack their
offense as they play on an artificial
surface at Boise. The Montana team
has been hampered by cold weather,
rain and snow in its last three games,
as its average point production
dropped from 40 points in the first
three games to eight points now.
Game time is 1:30 p.m. at Bronc
Stadium.
Montana's women’s volleyball
team competes in the Northwest
Eastern Area Tournament at Eastern

Oregon State College in La Grande,
Ore. this weekend.
Montana plays the Central
Washington State team today and
faces the University of Idaho,
Eastern Oregon State, Eastern
Washington State, Montana State
and W ashington State teams
tomorrow.

Sincerely,
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Wed-Fri—Oct. 29-31
Fellini-Vadim-Malle’s
SPIRITS OF
THE DEAD
Nightmarish and macabre
fa re , th is , a h o rr o r
anthology in three parts,
each based loosely on an
Edgar Allen Poe story, with
Louis Malle, Roger Vadim,
and Federico Fellini each
directing an episode.
Brigitte Bardot, Alain
Delon, Jane Fonda, Peter
Fonda, and Terence Stamp
are variously featured. The
e p i s o d e by F e l l i n i
especially stands out; the
'scariest movie in the world'
says one of our Sug
gestions! We'll also be playing our favorite Betty Boop
cartoon, Snow White. 1969.
Color.

Lucas T. Drifter

jfs
.v:

0

Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. weekdays and 7 to 9 p.m. Sunday
through Thursday.

Friday and Saturday Only!
HALLOWEEN SPECIALI 3 GREAT THRILLERS...

IHEYWTFNESSE1
AN UNSPEAKABLE ACT!

Luke’s Tavern, 231 W. Front

8
|

1
8

1
8
1

8

A n im a l Desires...H um an Tnstl

|

PARENTS tell your children to wear
their Halloween costumes and come to
the Double Feature Matinee Party this
Sat. and Sun.
MR. SUPER INVISIBLE
THE MAD MONSTER PARTY
Starts—1:00
Out at 4:30

:|S

A display of custom-built furniture from the North Valley Joinery :§
of Missoula will open at 7 p.m. Sunday in theUniversity Center 0
Gallery. The showing will continue through Nov. 14.
-Steve Voorheis, who operates the Joinery on Mullen Road, 10 0
miles west of Missoula has been designing and building custom 0
furniture in Missoula since September 1973.
SB

( It’s not the I D on’t Know any longer)

The CRYSTAL
8
THEATRE
515 S. Higgins
8
Shows Twice Nightly
7 and 9:15 p.m.

:•$
iii

Campus Rec
A Selway/Bitterroot backpacking
trip is planned for tomorrow. Pre
register in WC 109.
A bowling tournament in the
recreation center is scheduled for
Sunday.

Luke’s Tavern invites mellow
people to visit in a Missoula
Bar. See the entire collection
of Lee Nye’s famous “ Eddie’s
C lub” portraits, original
woodcuts and ceramics by
Jay Rummel, the most
outstanding Country Juke Box in town and a
pleasant atmosphere to relax in. Monday nights
we will have poetry readings and ballads by Pat
Todd, Dave Thomas and Jay Rummel.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights John
States and Carl Hutchins will be picking great
music. Luke’s is going to be the best bar in
Missoula, but we need your help.

“The modern Little Red Riding
H o o d , re a re d on s in g in g
commercials, has no objection to be
ing eaten by the wolf.” . . . Marshall
McLuhan

Best Costume Prize
and Door Prize

MIDNIGHT TONIGHT
and SAT. 12:00

W O O D STO C K
SEE
YOU
TONIGHT

The Greatest
Concert Ever.

P<

TWILIGHT PEOPLE
E
N
D
S

ONCE IN YOUR LIFE MAY
SOMEONE LOVE YOU LIKE THIS.

S
O

The true story .of Jill Kinmont. The American Olympic s
contender whose tragic fall took everything but her life.
And who found the
courage to live through

o
N

TIMES
7:15
9:30

{

B y D A V E T R IM M E R

‘THE OTHER SIDE
OF THE MOUNTAIN’

F O k fflE S A K E
OF YOUR SAN ITY
PRAY
IT IS N T T R L iE !
20™ CENTURY-FOX

RfMXyVMJXJNALL
CUVE RKYIU.Md
GAYLE Hl.N'.NICLTT*, w

OPEN 7:00 P.M.
1. “Legend of Hell House”
2. “Race With Devil”
3. “Twilight People”
Only $1.50 Per Person

Eddie and Bob's

GO WEST!
Drive-In
Hwy. 10 West
5 Miles West of Airport

0
ffl

/--------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- -

.classified ads__________________________
we HAVE A LOT OF UNCLAIMED LOST ARTICLES

1. LOST OR FOUND
LOST: One bag of good Columbian Import. Really!
Known to be found by a couple by U.C. Please giye
it back. Call—243-2257.
20-1 p
FOUND: BROWN purs* in LA Women's Bathroom.
Claim at Kaimin Business Office. J206.
17-4f
FOUND: WHITE bag of SLIDES behind Food
Service Bldg. Please claim at Kaimin Business
Office. J206.
17-4f
FOUND: Qreen bike lock, (combination), near Law
School. Claim Kaimin Business Office, J206.
20-4f

Activities fair
at UC today

in the Kaimin Business Office Lost & Found:
Glasses, keys, knit hats, etc. Please claim in J206,
or call 243-6541.
18-4f
2. PERSONALS
NEED A BAIL BOND? Contact Leroy M. White
Inland Bonding Co. 543-4105 Day or Nitell 19-2p
SPOOK SPECIAL! Freddy's will be open until
midnight on Halloween. 1221 Helen Ave. 7289964.
19-2p
TEACHING JOBS? Student Education Association
presents speaker Dr. Kenneth Olsen, Supt.,
Missoula School District No. 1, Tuesday, Nov. 4,
7:00 p.m. LA106.
19-3p
TROUBLED? LONELY? For private, completely
confidential listening. Student Walk-in. Student
Health Service building, southeast entrance.
Every evening from 8:00 to 12:00 p.m. Daytime
hours, room 176, in Student Health Service, from
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
19-2c

Parachuters, mini-plays, dancing,
judo throws and karate chops will
highlight today’s Activities Fair.
The fair, open from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. on the first floor of the
U n iv e rs ity C e n te r, fe a tu re s
demonstrations and information
booths by 35 campus organizations.
Coordinated by the Office of
Student Affairs, the fair is designed
to a c q u a in t ■s tu d e n ts w ith
organizations open to them, Sharon
Fleming, Student Affairs spokesman
said yesterday.
Proceeds from the activities will go
to charities, she said.

DON'T FEEL LIKE CHARLIE BROWN. Win some
games! The Student Walk-In is free. SE entrance,
SHS building. Every evening from 8-12. Daytime
9-5, Room 176.
19-2c
FREE BOOZE—Win Bowling Tournament Sunday,
Nov. 2. 80% handicap—Sign up In Recreation
Center—U.C.
18-3c
BOWLING TOURNAMENT—Sunday — Nov. 2.
. Mixed Doubles — 60% handicap. Sign up at
Recreation Center in U.C.
18-3c
DINOSAUR POSTERS, Fairy Tale Prints, Fantasy
C oloring Sooks, S turdy Baby Books at
CHILDREN'S BOOKSHOP No. 10 Hammond
Arcade near Wilma Theater.
17-4p
DON’T MISS the Activities Fair today, 10 to 4, In the
UC Mall. Events schedule posted in UC. Besides
mini-plays, dance, a kissing booth, films, treats
and more, you'll find a lot of people happy to talk
to you about what goes on with campus clubs.
20-1c
OVERLAND EXPRESS in the Mansion. Listen to
"Gordon” FriVSat. 9-1.
20-1c

"Don't let your mouth write no
check your tail can't cash." . . . Bo
Diddley

SKI THE POWDER SNOW at Salt Lake over
Thanks—giving- break. Snow already three feet
deep. Seven more people can sign up at UC 104.
Deadline Friday, Nov. 7th.
20-1 c

IF ANYONE has a bark collar I would like to
rent/borrow it, or my dog goes back to the pound.
Janet 549-2908 before 9:00 a.m.
20-1 p

PERSON NEEDS ride to Eugene, Oregon anytime
this month. Will share gas, expense. 543-4284.
18-3f

PORTRAIT8: Western style, sepia toned.
Warehouse Studio, 725 W. Alder, 728-9031. 20-8p

11. FOR SALE

LADY C, when will you call Gentleman D.

20-1 f

HEY MAI When are you going to get us a Dad?
____________________________
20-1p
MISS.THE NEW YORK you never had? Read the
Village Voice weekly. Freddy's Feed and Read,
1221 Helen, 728-9964.
20-2p
TO JANE FROM TOM—Meet me at Eight Ball
Billiards for 754, Pitchers from 11 to 6.
20-1c
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS: Call Marie
Kuffel, 728-3845 or 549-7721 or Joe Moran, 5493385 or 543-3129.
7-36c
WOMEN'S PLACE health education/counseling,
abortion, b irth co ntro l, pregnancy, V.D.
counseling, crisis, rape relief. M-F 2-8 p.m. 1130
West Broadway 543-7606.
5-tfc
4. HELP WANTED
WE DON'T WANT YOUI Unless you feel you're
worth more than $2.00/hr. Part-time work leading
to Career Position. Northwestern Mutual Life 7286699,721-2270.
7-16p
6.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED HANDMADE CRAFTS Of all kinds.
Opening new shop in Hamilton. If you make it,
we'll sell it. Call 642-6687.
18-4f
7.

SERVICE8

DONT GET BEHIND In your classes. Tutors, as low
as 754 per hour at SAC, U.C.
20-2p
8.

UNIVOX ELECTRIC PIANO 243-4918.

1972 FORD ECONOLINE Club Wagon—300 cubic
In. Engine, heavy duty components throughout,
radio, hi output heater—Call 549-3725, after 3:30.
20-5p
WESTERN 8TYLE, sepia toned PORTRAITS
Warehouse Studio, 725 W. Alder, 728-9031. 20-8p
'62 FORD: Econoline, need work, $150, 549-3156.
20-1 p
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER $30, slide projector $25,
microphones, 827 Woody, No. 7.
20-1 p
'63 FORD: 6 cyl.. $150. Also WANTED TO BUY: 240
cu. in. engine. 728-9558.
20-2p
S te re o /R a d io /8 -tra c k .

726-4487.
18 -3p

FAMILY HOME: U-area, older home restored to
original beauty W/T.L.C. Can be a 2 bdr. w/lncome
property. OR as 3 separate 1 brd. units. $35,000.
Call Irma at Stegner Agency. 728-9380.
18-3p
SUMAC LEATHER CLOTHES. Vests, shirts, pants,
jackets, etc. Custom made. Also alterations &
repair. Machine or hand stitching. Ph. 721-2733.
18-8p
'66 CADILLAC: Fleetwood Broughm. Good running
condition. $500.00. Phone: 549-3121.
17-4p

TYPING

EXPERIENCED TYPING: Papers—dissertations.
543-5286.
18-15p

TWO VW bug wheels and tires. $20.543-6231 before
10:30 a.m.
l7-4p

LYNN'S RUSH typing. 549-8074.

BLANKET COATS—B icentennial Fur Trade
Blankets—Indian Store & Old Time Goods. Four
Winds Historic Village, 3 mi. N. of St. Ignatius on
Rt. 93.
17-8p

11-32p

TYPING ACCURATE: thesis experience. 543-6835.
6-37p
9.

TRANSPORTATION

NEED A ride to Spokane Friday 10/31. 549-5425.
19-2f

15. WANTED TO BUY
BUYING ANTLERS—All kinds—Top prices. 5490704, after 5XX).
20-2p

19-2p

COLD? SEW a warm Frostline Jacket, sweater or vest
kit. Superior quality, reasonable cost, satisfaction
guaranteed. Complete selection of Frostline Kits
now in stock at Bernina Sewing Center 108% W.
Main, 549-2811.
19-8c

A M -FM

CR 125 HONDA ELSINOR. $700°° 721-1315.
16-5p

GABRIELI - MOZART - BACH - Franz
LtsztTchalkovsky-Beethoven-Vivaldi-Tumbalalaika-8
track tapes—Reg. $4.98—Now $3.84. Associated
Students' Store.
17-5c

17.

FOR RENT

NEAR U. Furnished 2-bdrm. $175, $200, $225. 1bdrm. $145. 426 So. 6th E. 728-5555.
18-3p
18.

ROOMMATES NEEDED

MALE GRAD Students need roommate for minimal
housekeeping. Finances negotiable. Near
campus. 728-9542.
19-2p
FEMALE: $75 mo. 728-9154.
19.

19-3p

PETS

GIVE AWAY small mixed breed puppies. 543-6231
before 10:30 a.m.
17-4p
20.

MISCELLANEOUS

LARGE Groups (and families) a specialty. Portraits
by the Warehouse Studio. 725 W. Alder. 728-9031.
20-8p
LIGHT READING for those times when nothing else
will do: Ragtime—Doctorow, JR.—Gaddis,
Hawkllna Monster—Brautigan, all at Freddy's
Feed and Read. 1221 Helen, 728-9964.
20-2p
WOMEN'S BOOKS: Our Bodies Our Selves, Day
Care Book—Breitbart, Getting Clear—Rush,
Second Sex—de Beauvoir at Freddy's Feed and
Read 1221 Helen 728-9964.
19-2p
EAT YOUR heart out: Vegetarian Epicure—Thomas,
Joy of Cooking—Rombauer, Tassajara Bread
Book—Brown at Freddy's Feed and Read 1221
Helen 728-9964.
19-2p
DANCE CLASSES—Elenita Brown. Internationally
trained-experienced teacher. Groups for all ages.
Ballet & Character, Modem, African & Jazz,
Spanish. Pre-Dance for small children. 728-1683
o r 1-777-6956.
3-19c
21.

LAND

2 ACRES PLUS: on a trout stream, $7,000 full price.
728-1248.
18-3p
40 ACRES: springs, year-round road, trees. $400 per
acre. Terms. 728-1248.
18-3p
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© Edward Julius, 1975

1 Large le tte r s , fo r
short
5 Smell
9 Red Cap and Bass
13 Do not Include*
14 Clean the flo o r
again
16 ------ shark
17 Wingless Insects
18 Jose or Buddy
19 Beige
20 W.C. Handy's fo rte
22 Wedding band,
u sually (2 wds.)
24 Wasp (2 wds.)
27 ----- Paulo
28 ----- Park, I l l in o is
29 Smart ------ whip
32 C olorful solo
36 Roman 555
38 Holliman and
Hines
40 Colors on Costa
Rica's fla g
44 Pablo Casals'
Instrument
45 More than enough
46 State o f uncon
sciousness
47 Old TV show, " ----King"
48 Mauna ----51 Siesta

1

Collegiate CW75-2

53 Decorations o f
honor (2 wds.)
59 Horse 1n o ld song
(2 wds.)
62 Inexperienced
63 Marsh b ird
64 Nautical aid
67 Boleyn
6 8 ------- European
69 Double- ■
book
keeping
70 Word p a ir 1n Hamlet
lin e
71 Mr. Muslal
72 A few
73 Dispatch

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

15 Lawrence Welk's
dance
21 ------your o ld man
23 Pulled a hockey
maneuver
25 Arabian watercourse
26 Sudden je rk
29 Guthrie
30 Poor liv in g area
31 Confused
32 Forms a curve
33 Smell
34 In a ctive ly
35 Shoemaker's tool
37 Old pro
39 Telephone-dial t r io
41 Nonsense
42 Welk's ------ and
DOWN
a-two
College 1n Maine
43 Wallace's brother
J1m Ayun ran ----49 Clean a blackboard
1n 3:51.1
50 Stage parts
O riental measure o f 52 Crlbbage piece
weight
53 Bridge stru ctu re
Tennis racket
54 Slow, 1n music
material
55 Near East natives
Association (abbr.) 56 Miss Adoree
— — Fuehrer
57 Part o f a carpentry
Last Greek le t t e r
jo in t
Elaborate s ty le 1n 58 Mortimer -----a rt
59 Spanish cubist
Wide awake
60 Declaim vehemently
Geometrical points 61 Verdi heroine
Deserve
65 Part o f a phonograph
Cozy
66 C ity 1n New York

NOW AT THE
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